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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces LASEC, the first technique for instant
do-it-yourself fabrication of circuits with custom stretchability on a conventional laser cutter and in a single pass.
The approach is based on integrated cutting and ablation
of a two-layer material using parametric design patterns.
These patterns enable the designer to customize the desired
stretchability of the circuit, to combine stretchable with nonstretchable areas, or to integrate areas of different stretchability. For adding circuits on such stretchable cut patterns,
we contribute routing strategies and a real-time routing algorithm. An interactive design tool assists designers by automatically generating patterns and circuits from a high-level
specification of the desired interface. The approach is compatible with off-the-shelf materials and can realize transparent
interfaces. Several application examples demonstrate the versatility of the novel technique for applications in wearable
computing, interactive textiles, and stretchable input devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Stretchable interfaces are receiving growing attention. They
allow designers to integrate interfaces in materials with elastic properties, such as textiles [32, 42] or human skin [44],
and enable novel physical interactions [38].
However, creating functional prototypes to explore interaction with stretchable interfaces remains difficult. Prior
work has relied on fabrication processes such as casting
and sandwiching silicone layers with embedded conductors
[26, 44, 46] or stitching conductive yarn in textiles [32, 42].
While these processes enable versatile circuit capabilities,
they are time-consuming and rather complex. Moreover, existing techniques do not support the designer in easily defining the desired stretchability of a circuit, or including areas of
different stretchability. These aspects are essential for many
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Figure 1: The LASEC technique uses a commodity laser cutter to fabricate stretchable circuits of custom stretchability,
custom shape and with desired circuitry within minutes.
(a) A design tool auto-generates cut-and-ablation patterns
from a high-level specification of the circuit. (b) The resulting stretchable circuits can include electronic components,
(c) can be transparent, and (c-d) support multiple areas of
linear or omnidirectional stretchability.

interactive applications in HCI, which may require stretchable regions for buttons to push, rigid islands for mounting
conventional electronic objects such as LEDs, or areas on
wearable interfaces customized for the stretchability required
on specific body locations.
In this paper, we present LASEC: Laser-fabricated Stretchable Circuits, the first instant technique for fabricating stretchable interfaces with custom circuitry and custom stretchability. Inspired by work in material science [4, 11, 40], it builds
on parametric patterns of thin slits laser cut into a flexible
compound material made of a non-conductive and a conductive layer. The pattern allows the surface to stretch at defined
areas, in defined directions and up to a desired extent. In the
same step, a custom electrical circuit is fabricated by using
the laser at a lower intensity to ablate the conductive layer
at specific locations.
LASEC delivers instant results, as it implements a one-step
laser ablation and cutting process to create both single-layer
circuitry and desired stretchable behavior of the interface in a
single pass. This process overcomes the inherent limitations
of multi-step approaches, which not only consume more
time, but also partially rely on manual fabrication requiring
expertise to achieve high-quality results. Fig. 1 illustrates
several examples with stretchable circuits fabricated fully
automatically in less than 5 minutes, a considerable improvement over fabrication times of state-of-the-art related work
that reported one hour or multiple hours [26].
Furthermore, the approach is accessible to a broad audience, as it relies on a conventional laser cutter available in
many labs, schools, and maker spaces. Lastly, the technique
is versatile, since it is compatible with many materials of
different properties, supporting custom circuitry and custom
stretchability. This approach is thus suitable for a wide range
of prototyping applications.
To realize LASEC, we contribute an approach for fabricating interfaces with one or multiple areas of customized
stretchability, based on parametric cut patterns. The approach is the first to support user-defined areas with defined stretchability in one or multiple directions, seamless
transitions between areas, and gradients of stretchability.
We further present the first approach to realize circuits on
such stretchable structures produced by cut patterns. The
major challenge is routing on these structures despite the
bottlenecks created by the large number of cuts. We propose
routing strategies for these structures and contribute a graphbased approach to enable real-time routing, which is crucial
for instant feedback during the design step.
To assist designers in creating a custom stretchable circuit,
we contribute a computational design tool. With a simple
modeling application, it allows defining custom stretchable
areas and the desired placement of electronic components
at a high level of abstraction. The tool then automatically

generates the cut-and-ablation patterns required to fabricate
the custom design on the laser cutter.
We present four compatible materials, including low-cost
DIY and off-the-shelf materials and materials for transparent
stretchable circuits. We provide material recommendations
for different use cases and a tool for automatic calibration
of laser settings to enable easy replication of the approach.
Results from a controlled technical evaluation validate that
LASEC circuits enable more than 100% stretch in one dimension and up to 30% in two dimensions. They are mechanically
and electrically durable for at least 1000 cycles of stretching. Three application examples show that LASEC enables
rapid fabrication of stretchable circuits for a variety of prototyping applications, including wearables, smart textiles, and
3D-printed stretchable input devices.

2 RELATED WORK
Our contribution builds on prior work on laser fabrication,
printed and stretchable electronics, and design tools.

Rapid fabrication using laser cutters
While laser cutters are commonly used for rapidly fabricating 2D shapes, recent research has investigated fabrication
of 2.5D and 3D structures [3, 25, 39, 48]. These approaches
combine regular cutting of standard materials [25, 39, 48]
with different laser settings to achieve effects such as bending [25] or welding multiple layers [39]. FoldEm [3] uses a
special multi-layer compound to fabricate foldable objects
with joints of varying stiffness. Somewhat similar to our approach, this is achieved by ablating layers of different depth.
Calibration of laser settings is done manually using smoke
dye that was mixed into the compound material.
Laser machining is widely used for fabrication of soft
robots and soft electronic devices (e.g., [24, 26, 44]). Elastic
membranes, often silicone, are cut to the desired shapes and
sandwiched manually. Laser cutters are also commonly used
for do-it-yourself fabrication of rigid Printed Circuit Boards
(PCBs), which involves several manual etching steps. Laser
cutting and ablation are also employed in industrial manufacturing, e.g. to ablate a circuit design and subsequently
cut the sample from a larger material sheet [14]. This is
achieved with specialized laser devices that contain multiple
laser sources of different wavelength optimized for a specific
compound material [14].
Extending beyond this prior work, our approach is the first
to create stretchable circuits using ablation and parametric
cut patterns. It works with standard off-the-shelf material
and standard laser cutters. We further provide a procedure
that calibrates the correct laser settings automatically.

Stretchability through cut patterns
Making flexible materials stretchable through cut patterns,
often referred to as Kirigami, has been explored in material
science and product design [4, 8, 10, 11, 20, 22, 40, 43]. The
main principle is to cut a sheet so that the material deforms,
e.g. buckles out-of-plane, at the cut locations when the sheet
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Fabricating custom deformable circuits for
prototyping
Custom deformable circuits for prototyping are typically
fabricated using printing techniques, e.g. inkjet printing [2,
15, 17, 34] and screen-printing [29], or embroidery [12, 33].
Research in this area has followed two major goals, as
illustrated in Fig. 2: approaches that enable easy and rapid
prototyping and novel techniques to extend the capabilities of do-it-yourself circuits towards those of professionally
manufactured PCBs.
The instant inkjet circuit approach by Kawahara et al. [17]
has demonstrated the key importance of rapid and accessible
fabrication techniques for enabling and stimulating research
in a range of application domains [6, 9, 15, 17, 27, 28, 34, 41].
PrintEm [2] contributes an alternative approach that requires
a special material sandwich but uses regular ink instead of
special conductive ink to increase accessibility.
Towards extended circuit capabilities, approaches based
on screen-printing [29] and automated embroidery [12] have
enabled the fabrication of multi-layer circuits, while screenprinting further added the ability to print displays [18, 21, 29,
30, 45] and actuators [29, 47] in addition to fabricating sensors. This, however, comes at a cost of more time-consuming
processes, as well as required manual fabrication steps.
With a growing interest in stretchable interfaces, novel
solutions are required to enable custom stretchable circuits.
While initial work in this area has demonstrated how to realize stretchable sensors [32, 42, 44, 46, 49] and displays [46],
recent research has demonstrated a considerably advanced
fabrication technique that enables multi-layer stretchable devices including off-the-shelf components [26]. The approach
combines silicone casting with laser patterning. While such
approaches have an advantage in offering advanced circuit
capabilities, e.g., to produce fully integrated devices, fabricating a prototype with these techniques typically takes
multiple hours and requires expertise in silicone casting,
manual sandwiching, or sewing.
In contrast, LASEC contributes a novel approach addressing two under-explored areas: It is the first rapid and accessible technique for prototyping stretchable circuits within minutes and without expertise in manual fabrication. It enables
design and fabrication of custom stretchability in addition to
custom circuitry, allowing the designer to computationally
define multiple areas of custom stretchability.
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Figure 2: Related work on custom circuit fabrication techniques for prototyping.

undergoes tensile strain. We draw inspiration from these
detailed studies on the mechanical behavior of different patterns in isolation and contribute the first work to support
custom areas of different stretchability and seamless transitions in-between.
Pioneering work in material science has started to investigate the use of cut patterns for electronic components,
typically at a micro-scale, for applications including supercapacitors for energy storage [11], stretchable graphene and
metallic electrodes [1, 40], or stretchable nanocomposites as
plasma electrodes [4]. Zhao et al. [51] have further proposed
to 3D print silver wires on top of Kirigami-patterned PDMS.
In contrast, our work is the first to present patterns designed
for integrated circuits, i.e. routing paths through the stretch
pattern using selective ablation.
Design tools for fabrication
Design tools for computational fabrication have been proposed to ease the complexity of manually designing functional objects. A variety of domains have been addressed by
prior work, including laser cut mechanisms [5], 3D shapes
made from sheet material [3, 19], or custom interactive objects and surfaces [27, 29, 34–36]. Our concept was inspired
by the approach presented by Konakovic et al. [19], which
generates a custom cut pattern that allows a sheet to wrap
around a desired 3D geometry. In contrast, our approach
and design tool address the unique challenges of stretchable
circuits by automatically generating a cut pattern with areas
of desired 1D or 2D stretchability and routing traces on the
cut pattern.
3

INSTANT STRETCHABLE CIRCUITS WITH
LASEC
We present a novel fabrication technique that allows designers, makers, and HCI researchers to fabricate stretchable
circuits rapidly and with common lab tooling. Both stretchable behavior and electrical circuitry can be custom-designed.
Figure 1 depicts several circuits that were fabricated using
this technique. This section presents the basic principle and
gives an overview of the design tool and fabrication process.
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Figure 3: The LASEC principle combines ablation of the conductive top layer (a) with cutting of both material layers for
stretchability (b) to create stretchable circuits (c). This example shows 3 created traces (c, highlighted) to connect an LED with
a button and battery on a stretchable circuit (d).

Main Principle: Integrated Cutting and Ablation
The LASEC fabrication process works with a deformable
two-layer compound material: a non-conductive base material is covered with a continuous conductive layer. This
material by itself does not have to be stretchable. The key
idea underlying the fabrication process is to combine two
steps of subtractive fabrication that are both executed with
a standard laser cutter in very little time (see Fig. 3): The
deformable material is made stretchable by cutting slits into
both layers using specific parametric patterns (Fig. 3b). These
slits allow the surface to stretch when tensile force is applied
(Fig. 3d). By adapting parameters of the pattern, the degree
and direction of stretchability can be controlled. At the same
time, traces of a custom stretchable circuit are created by
selective ablation of the upper layer (Fig. 3a). During ablation, the laser operates at a lower power level to selectively
vaporize patterns on the conductive top layer, while keeping
the underlying base layer intact. By combining cutting and
ablation (Fig. 3c) a stretchable circuit is created (Fig. 3d).
The principle is compatible with all common laser cutters.
In fact, the approach could also work with other subtractive
devices, e.g. milling machines. We use an Epilog Zing CO2
laser cutter, a common model available in many labs and
maker spaces.
Any material compound can be used that is deformable,
offers sufficient conductivity, and is compatible with laser cutting. Examples include commercially available ITO-coated
(Indium Tin Oxide) sheets or standard plastic films coated
with conductive ink or paint.

to have extensive knowledge of the mechanical and electrical
properties of the material.
We contribute a design tool to make the technique accessible to a wide audience. It is depicted in Fig. 4. The tool allows
the designer to easily specify the functional behavior at a
high level. Using direct manipulation, the user specifies:
• the location, size, and shape of one or multiple stretchable areas, by drawing circles, rectangles, or 2D polygons
• the degree of stretchability of each area, by dragging
a linear slider
• the direction of stretchability of each area: angle of
linear stretchability or stretchable in both dimensions
• the electrical circuit, by placing components from a
library1 via drag-and-drop and specifying which terminals shall be connected by traces.
Based on this input specification, the tool automatically
generates a custom-designed cut and ablation pattern, which
is used as input for the laser cutter. Internally, the tool automatically maps the stretchability settings to the multiple
low-level parameters of the cut pattern that together define the stretchable properties of the respective area. The
tool then uses our novel routing approach, presented below,
to compute the routing paths and to generate the required
ablation pattern in real-time.
The design tool employs the designer-in-the-loop approach:
The generated design is instantly visualized. Also while the
user is dragging the stretchability slider, the generated cut
pattern and circuitry is continuously updated. This allows
the user to directly inspect the generated result.

Overview of the Design and Fabrication Process
1. Digital design with design tool. The process starts with
the digital design, which is the most crucial step. Creating a
manual design for cutting and ablation that defines a desired
stretchable behavior and electrical circuitry would be complex and time-consuming. It would also require the designer

2. Material selection. Next, the user chooses a compatible
material compound to fabricate the stretchable circuit. We
provide four material choices and recommendations on what
materials to choose. A summary is provided in Table 1.
1 The tool uses the Fritzing part format, with an open source library of more

than 1500 components.
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Table 1: Overview of compatible materials.
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3 place & connect
components

4 generate cut & ablation patterns

Figure 4: The LASEC design tool allows drawing areas and
individually defining the stretchability and stretch direction
of each area. Circuits can be defined by placing components
from a library and connecting the required terminals. The
tool immediately generates and visualizes the pattern parameterization and routing. To fabricate a design, it automatically generates the cut & ablation pattern.

The most accessible and easiest to use material option is
ITO-coated PET sheets. ITO forms a fully transparent conductive layer of relatively high conductivity (60Ω/). The
compound material is available off-the-shelf (Sigma Aldrich
639303) and widely used in industry and DIY projects. However, the material has a comparably high cost (∼$15/A4 sheet)
and is less mechanically robust than our other options.
A cheaper and more versatile approach is to DIY coat a
base material with a conductive layer, using a spray, brush
or squeegee. A wide choice of conductive paint and inks
is available. If high conductivity is a key requirement, we
recommend commercially available silver-nanoparticle (Ag)
ink (Gwent C2131014D3). With a low sheet resistance of
0.1Ω/ it is suitable for high-fidelity circuits, e.g. including
I2C, serial communication, or PWM. The most robust circuits
can be fabricated using PEDOT:PSS, a conductive polymer
that is intrinsically stretchable (Gwent C2100629D1), which
however has a higher sheet resistance of 500 − 700Ω/. Silver and PEDOT:PSS can be coated with a simple squeegee, a
mayer rod, or a blade coater and cured at 80◦C for 5 and 3
minutes respectively. Carbon paint (MG Chemicals 838AR,
1k Ω/) can be easily applied by brushing, rolling, or spraying and does not need any post-processing. Despite higher
sheet resistances, ITO, PEDOT:PSS, and carbon are still suitable for prototyping circuits, as has been demonstrated, e.g.,
for touch sensing [45, 46, 50] and EL-displays [29, 30, 46].
Carbon and PEDOT:PSS are the cheapest options (∼$3/A4),
with silver being slightly more expensive (∼$4/A4).

These coatings can be applied to a large variety of readily
available prototyping materials. We recommend using laminating pouches and inkjet PET film, which are inexpensive
( $0.05 and $1/A4) and result in elastic behavior with stretchability over 100% in one and up to 30% in two dimensions
(see Evaluation section below).
For precise ablation of a given material on a laser cutter,
the laser settings (i.e., power and speed) have to be calibrated once per material. This can be done manually by
cutting traces on a material sample with increasing power
until conductivity is lost. To ease this task for novice users
and enable quicker exploration of additional various materials, we provide an automated calibration tool. It uses a
simple breadboard-based resistance measuring device (microcontroller, Bluetooth module, and clips to connect to the
material sample) that can be connected to a material sample
and placed inside the laser cutter. A PC software rapidly
determines cutting and ablation parameters for a given compound material. Schematics, controller firmware, and calibration software will be made available as open source for
easy replication2 .
3. Laser cutting and ablation. The user places the material in
the laser cutter and clicks on "Make" in the design tool. The
tool generates a vector graphics file (SVG) color coded to
represent laser settings, i.e. power and speed. The file is sent
to the laser cutter, which fabricates the stretchable circuit
fully automatically within a few minutes. The wristband and
elbow patch in Fig. 5 were fabricated in 2 and 6 minutes
respectively.
4. Connecting components. To finalize the device, the user
connects wires and electronic components to the circuit,
e.g., using conductive adhesives3 . Placing components on
"islands" in between cuts that undergo minimal deformation,
as opposed to connections, improves adhesion.
To attach larger components, e.g. a microcontroller or a
battery, the circuit can include "rigid" islands, a common
practice in stretchable circuits, that can be easily designed
and fabricated with LASEC as non-stretchable areas.
2 https://hci.cs.uni-saarland.de/research/lasec
3 We

used 3M™ Z-Axis Conductive Tape 9703 and copper tape
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Figure 6: The tool allows adaptation of the stretchability of
a region using a linear slider: e.g. from lower (a) to higher (b)
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Figure 5: Interfaces can have multiple regions of different
1D stretch and 2D stretch behavior (a). To increase stretchability the cut ratio (L/S) is increased (from E 1 to E 2 ). To keep
a minimal gap size (S − L E2 ), the cut ratio at E 2 cannot be
increased further. To increase the stretchability beyond this
limit, a scale transition is used (S is doubled). The bottom
region E 3 is more stretchable than E 2 , while its cut ratio is
lower (L E3 /2S < L E2 /S) and the gap size wider (2S − L E3 >
S − L E2 ). These patterns allow interaction designers to define
the direction of stretch (b) and to adapt the stretchability of
different regions, e.g. to match stretch across joints (c).

4

PARAMETRIC CUT PATTERNS FOR CUSTOM
STRETCHABILITY
This section presents parametric cut patterns that turn a
deformable sheet into a stretchable surface. The key novelty
is to allow designers to freely define custom areas of different stretchability and to support seamless transitions across
areas. The patterns are chosen to be compatible with routing
of circuits and auto-generated by the LASEC design tool.
Cut Patterns for Custom 1D and 2D Elastic Behavior
As an initial step, we identified parametric patterns suitable to be used for circuits. Two key requirements need to
be met: First, to support routing and placement of components, the pattern should leave as much material connected
as possible. This requires narrow cuts, while cutting holes or
empty spaces should be avoided. This requirement excludes
patterns based on auxetic beam-like or linkage-based structures, which have considerable empty space between beams
[7, 16, 31, 37]. Second, the pattern must ensure that there is

sufficient connected space in-between cuts for routing conductive traces. This contrasts with the common modeling
of parametric cut patterns that treats connections between
elements of the pattern as point connections without surface
area [19].
1D Pattern: We base our parametric design on a pattern of
parallel cuts, used in [4, 10, 11, 43], for its property allowing
stretch in only one defined direction. Using this 1D pattern
enables the designer to specify in which direction stretchability is desired. The pattern is shown in Fig. 5a. It offers
considerable connected space for routing of circuitry, does
not contain holes, and has been shown to support stretch
up to 2000% in [10]. Two parameters influence the stretchability: L and S. Decreasing S or increasing L increases the
)3
stretchability, which scales with (2L−S
, as derived in [4]
S
based on beam theory. A third parameter (α) is kept constant
for alignment.
2D Pattern: To add the option of stretching in two dimensions, we use a second pattern. This pattern is based on
Y-shaped cuts (as used in [40]). In contrast to the parallel
alignment of the 1D pattern, cuts in the 2D pattern are oriented at 120 degree angles. Therefore, stress in multiple
directions can be distributed across cuts, enabling adjacent
regions with stretch in perpendicular directions. Hence, circuits can stretch over doubly-curved geometries.
The pattern has two parameters that affect the stretchability: L and S, see Fig. 5a. Increasing L or decreasing S increases
the stretchability. Increasing both L and S while keeping L/S
constant, i.e. scaling the entire pattern, also increases the
stretchability. For a similar pattern, prior work has reported
a logarithmic reduction in spring constant with a linear increase in L/S ratio [40]. In contrast to [40], we do not vary
a third parameter w, the width of each cut, as this would
introduce holes. Instead we keep the width of cuts at the
minimum of the laser cutter (<0.3mm).
To support designers in directly and more intuitively defining the desired behavior, our design tool abstracts from these
multiple low-level parameters. When the designer sets a
desired stretchability using the linear slider, the tool automatically parameterizes the pattern accordingly (Fig. 6). We
map the slider’s value to a relative change in stretchability
by adapting the L/S ratio of the pattern.
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Figure 7: Using a gradient pattern from low to high stretchability (a) results in interfaces that stretch progressively from
high to low with increasing force (b).

Multiple Areas of Different Elasticity
If the design contains two adjacent areas of different stretchability, alignment issues arise, as both cut patterns locally
interact at the boundary in unforeseen ways. This results
in inconsistent stretchable behavior and may create intersecting cuts that lead to holes in the material. We contribute
a solution to create seamless transitions between adjacent
areas. This also allows us to support stretchability gradients,
where the stretchability continuously changes across an area.
Our approach keeps the grid for aligning the individual
cut elements constant across areas of different stretchability.
We call this the global scale of the pattern, i.e. the parameter
S in the 1D and 2D patterns. As default we found 15mm and
5mm for 1D and 2D respectively to be a good compromise
between little out-of-plane buckling and large stretchability.
The stretchability of each area is then controlled by varying
the size of the individual cut element. We call this the local
cut ratio, i.e. L/S.
However, keeping the global scale fixed has its limitations.
On the one hand, it may become necessary to use a larger
scale, as it allows for a larger stretchability. This is easy to see:
using a constant global scale, the stretchability of the pattern
is increased by increasing the size of the cut elements. At
one point, the element is as large as the grid size, preventing
any further increase in size. On the other hand, it is also
not desirable to always use a very large global scale, as this
would result in larger out-of-plane buckling.
Our approach is to keep the scale of the pattern constant
and as small as possible. Only if the desired stretchability
exceeds the maximum stretchability supported by this scale
is the scale increased by a factor of two. By only using multiples of the initial scale, the elements stay in a grid of even
spacing for alignment (see Fig. 5a). The parameters of the
local cut ratio (L/S) are adapted such that the desired stretchability is met. This results in overall larger cut elements but
more space in-between cuts. This approach works with both
cut patterns. Fig. 5c shows examples generated by our design tool that contain two directly adjacent areas of low and
high stretchability and Fig. 7 a surface with a continuous
stretchability gradient.
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Figure 8: Three routing strategies allow coping with narrow
bottlenecks to reduce a trace’s resistance and increase its
robustness by: (a) prioritizing areas of lower stretchability
with wider bottlenecks (solid outline) over areas of higher
stretchability (dashed outline), (b) routing via multiple adjacent paths through the pattern, or (c) adapting the cut pattern to increase the bottlenecks’ width (compared to dashed
outline in (a).

Adjacent areas of stretchability in different directions are
enabled by the 2D pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 5b. In the
example, the 2D pattern along the wrist enables stretching perpendicular to the 1D pattern, even in the top region
where the patterns are connected. A 1D pattern would be
constrained by the non-stretchable edge at the connection.
Similarly, a 2D pattern enables stretchable regions enclosed
within a non-stretchable region, e.g. for a stretchable push
button. To combine a 1D and 2D pattern, a minimal space
with no cuts is required to avoid alignment issues. In our
implementation, this space is a strip as wide as the minimum
trace width used for routing.
5 CIRCUIT ROUTING ON CUT PATTERNS
After generating the custom cut pattern for an interface of
desired stretchability, the circuit is added by realizing conductive traces. Contrary to common conductive surfaces
and printed circuit boards, the stretchable pattern contains
a large number of cuts. These create serious bottlenecks
for routing, which poses new challenges that were not addressed in prior work. We address them by proposing three
general strategies for routing circuits on cut patterns and
by contributing a novel routing algorithm that enables instant feedback while the designer is exploring design options
(designer-in-the-loop approach).
Routing Strategies for Cut Patterns
We propose three general strategies for routing circuits on a
stretchable cut pattern. These ensure that conductive traces
of acceptable resistance can be routed between desired terminal points despite the bottlenecks created by the cut pattern.
The strategies are implemented in our design tool:
Prioritize less stretchable areas. The first and simplest strategy is to prioritize areas with less stretchability. Those have
wider bottlenecks than areas of higher stretchability (see
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Figure 9: Comparison of routing result: our graph-based approach (a) requires a few nodes while maze routing requires
a high resolution grid with many cells to model cuts as obstacles in sufficient detail (b).

Fig. 8a). Wider bottlenecks allow for wider traces, hence
reducing the resistance. For example, Fig. 8aillustrates the
shortest path through a region of lower stretchability has
82% wider bottlenecks than the 14% longer path through a
region of higher stretchability (dashed outline); this reduces
the resistance by 37%. It further enhances the mechanical
robustness by virtue of less strain expected along the path.
Areas with higher stretchability allow for larger stretch and
thus may experience higher strain.
Our tool applies this strategy first, during initial routing
of all traces. For each trace, the stretchability along its path
in addition to its length is considered to find an optimal path.
To this end, our tool uses the width of the bottlenecks of each
area as weights in our graph representation for routing discussed below. This allows the tool to route traces along paths
with less stretchability and wider bottlenecks for higher durability and lower resistance than shorter alternative paths.
Multipath routing. This strategy increases the conductivity
of a connection across the cut pattern by using multiple
parallel paths (see Fig. 8b). Fig. 8b illustrates the resistance
between the two indicated points is approximately divided
by two by using two parallel paths.
Our tool applies this strategy iteratively for all routed
traces. For every trace, the tool checks for each bottleneck
along the path to determine whether the trace can be widened
by adding a parallel path through adjacent bottlenecks. For
a single trace through a stretchable area, the tool widens
the trace to the maximum extent. For multiple traces, the
tool iteratively grows each trace in turn to find a common
boundary between two adjacent traces.
Adapting the cut pattern. This strategy leverages the customizability of the cut pattern and adapts it to reduce or
remove bottlenecks. The main limiting factor for routing
of conductors at a bottleneck is the width of the remaining sheet’s surface between two or more cuts (compare gap
width S − L in Fig. 5a). This width defines the effectively
available area for routing.

This width can be enlarged without an effect on stretchability by increasing the overall scale of the pattern, as we
have discussed in the previous section. Our tool applies this
strategy if traces have a too high resistance despite applying
the two previous strategies. Fig. 8c shows the bottlenecks to
be 93% wider, reducing the resistance by 48%.
In some cases, the tool may not find a solution for routing
all traces, e.g., in a case with many conductive traces, small
bottlenecks, and little available space. The design tool then
automatically determines if reducing the stretchability (and
in turn reducing bottlenecks) would allow for solving this
task. Internally, it incrementally reduces the stretchability of
all areas and each time calculates possible routes until a solution is found or the stretchability cannot be further reduced.
It then communicates to the designer that not all traces could
be routed using the desired stretchability settings. The tool
also indicates the reduced stretchability level for which it
was able to generate a solution. The designer can then accept
the less stretchable version or adapt the terminal placement
for routing along a different path.
Real-time Routing on a Cut Pattern
To implement these routing strategies and to provide a fast
approach to finding routes despite the many obstacles created by cuts, we propose a novel routing approach that runs
in real time. This enables a designer-in-the-loop approach,
where the designer can instantly see the effect of changes in
stretchability on the generated routing.
In contrast, standard routing techniques, for instance Maze
routing [23] as commonly used in prior work [29, 36], are
not efficient for routing on cut patterns. For modeling the
cut surface in sufficient detail, a very small grid size and
hence a very large number of cells would be required. Even a
small example4 would require > 1 mio. grid cells and 126ms
(on a 2.2GHz i7 CPU). Achieving a real-time update rate of
at least 10Hz for circuits with ∼10 traces would require a
significantly shorter routing time of < 10ms per trace.
The key idea of our novel real-time approach is to leverage
the repetitive structure of the pattern and model its geometry in a simplified graph structure, using pre-computed
templates. Routes can then be calculated more efficiently on
this graph using an existing graph-based routing algorithm.
Step 1: Offline generation of cell templates. The graph is constructed using offline pre-computed templates that model the
routing-relevant properties of the pattern’s basic elements,
which we call cells. For a given parametric pattern, the cuts
form the boundary of a repeating structure of tiled cells. The
cell structures for our patterns are illustrated in Fig. 10a.
sheet of 2D pattern (L = 4.36mm, S = 5.45mm) with three
conductive traces; modeling this pattern requires a grid size of 0.1x0.1mm,
as in Fig. 9b.
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Figure 10: Pattern cells with gates labeled A-D (a), possible
connections betweeen gates at given trace width (b), and the
generated template with nodes and edges (c).

A cell consists of a body (its inner area) and several gates
(openings where it connects to adjacent cells).
To automatically model the cell’s routing-relevant properties with a minimum number of nodes during (offline)
template creation, our algorithm computes how many connections can be routed across the gates and between gates
inside the cell at a given minimal trace width (Fig. 10b). Note
that this depends on the geometry of the gates and the space
available in its body, which defines the cell’s "bottlenecks".
The algorithm creates a template that stores the number
of nodes to be generated for the cell, the edges to be created between these nodes, and the "gate" edges to be created
between these nodes and nodes of adjacent cells (Fig. 10c).
The template is created only once. Our tool stores templates in a database and performs a simple look-up for the
correct template in the next step.
Step 2: Generating the routing graph. The entire graph is generated by adding one template for each cell of the pattern and
then adding edges between nodes of adjacent cells connected
through a gate.
For the example from above, the routing graph has 522
nodes and 737 edges (in contrast to >1 Mio. grid cells for
Maze routing). Generating the graph takes 0.5ms.
Step 3: Calculating routes. This compact graph representation
then allows for efficient calculation of conductive routes
using a graph-based routing algorithm. Our tool uses the A*
algorithm [13] to route all traces of the circuit.
For the example from above, routing the three traces on
the 10x10cm sheet takes 0.9ms. This is about 140 times faster
than the standard maze router and enables real-time feedback
in the design tool.
Step 4: Generating ablation paths. When the user is satisfied
with the routing and clicks "Make", our tool generates the
ablation path. Since the entire sheet is one conductive layer,
every routed trace needs to be isolated from the remaining

6 VALIDATION
To validate the LASEC technique, we have empirically evaluated the main technical properties and furthermore demonstrated the practical feasibility by fabricating interfaces for
3 application cases.
Technical evaluation
In three technical experiments, we investigated material compatibility and electrical behavior and durability of stretchable
circuits.
To this end, we subjected material samples to controlled
stretch tests. We used a custom-built automatic extensometer
that uses a linear actuator (Drive-Systems Europe DSZY1Poti) controlled by a Teensy 3.5 microcontroller for stretching
the sample by a defined displacement, once or repeatedly.
The setup contains a precision multimeter (Fluke 8846) for
four-point probe resistance measurement during stretching.
Material compatibility. For our initial pilot exploration of
compatible materials, we collected and tested a broad selection of laser-compatible prototyping materials readily available online or in a hardware or office supply store. These
include various types of plastic foils (plastic stretch wrap,
vapor barrier foil, laminating pouches, overhead foil, inkjet
PET film), acrylic sheets (Plexiglas) and acrylic films, paper,
cardboard, wood veneer, leather, and cotton fabric.
While many materials could be coated, cut, and ablated,
we identified two plastics (Fellowes laminating pouches and
Mitsubishi inkjet PET film) to yield the most stretchable
elastic deformation.
Next, we investigated the bounds of stretchability of the
1D and 2D patterns with different pattern parameters. We
stretched four samples (5x10cm) of inkjet PET film in 5%
increments to the point of rupture. The samples were cut
with the 1D patterns of low stretchability (S=44, L=10, αS=3
mm) and high stretchability (S=44, L=40, αS=3 mm) as well as
the 2D patterns of low (S=10.9, L=7.5 mm) and high (S=10.9,
L=9.5 mm) stretchability.
Our results show a maximum stretch of 40% for the 1D
low stretchability sample, while the 1D high stretchability
pattern remained intact at 100% stretch, the limit of our
stretch setup (20cm extension). In the 2D case, we found the
low stretchability sample to rupture after 20% stretch and
the high stretchability sample after 40% stretch.
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Table 2: Baseline resistance after 0, 10, 100, and 1000
stretches.

Durability of stretchable circuits. In a dynamic durability test,
we validated the endurance of the electrical functionality and
mechanical integrity of LASEC circuits. We add to findings
from prior work in material science that has used different
materials and parameters [11, 40]. We subjected samples
(5x10cm) made of four conductive materials (ITO, sprayed
carbon, and silver and PEDOT:PSS applied with squeegee
on PET film) and cut with both patterns (1D and 2D) to 1000
repeated stretching cycles. Based on the previous results, we
selected the pattern parameters for high stretchability, which
represent an upper bound and thus the most challenging
conditions. We stretched the samples by 100% in the 1D
and 30% in the 2D case (10% safety margin to point before
rupture). We continuously measured the resistance.
Absolute measurements of baseline resistance after 0, 10,
100 and 1000 stretching cycles are given in Table 2. The
results show that all materials with both patterns remain
functional after 1000 stretching cycles.
PEDOT shows a very small change in baseline resistance
for both patterns (∼1%), indicating high durability. This compares favorably with the behavior of recent state-of-the-art
DIY solutions for stretchable devices in HCI that use liquid
metals in silicone casts.5
The other materials also achieve suitable durability, especially for prototyping purposes, where the range of < 100
stretches is most relevant. Compared to related work, even
the largest baseline drift after 1000 cycles (ITO with 2D pattern: ∼350% increase) is an order of magnitude lower than
results reported on DIY stretchable displays using conductive
polymer printed on silicone.6 While PEDOT:PSS also compares favorably with results of deposited metal films [40],
the other materials may benefit from the approach of [40]. It
shows improved robustness for a horseshoe-style variant of
the pattern, while offering, however, only minimal surface
area to attach components.
This high endurance, despite brittle silver and ITO conductors, can be explained by the fact that common approaches
physically elongate the material while stretched, while our
5 [26]

reported a resistance increase of 5.7% after 1000 cycles at 200% strain.
after 10 stretching cycles at 50% strain [46]
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Figure 11: Relative change in resistance during stretch of 1D
pattern (left) and 2D pattern (right).

cut patterns allow elastic deformation by bending material
out-of-plane at the connection points between cells. This
significantly reduces stress [40] on the conductive traces.
Behavior during stretching. Fig. 11 depicts the effect of stretch
on resistance during a stretching cycle, for the 1D and 2D
pattern and all four conductive materials. For 1D stretch of
100%, the relative change of resistance remains below 2% for
all materials. This is in line with results for other materials,
which show a low change for stretch up to 300% [43] or
even 2000% [10]. This change is below tolerances of common
resistors (5%) and thus has no significant effect on the circuit.
For 2D stretch of 30%, the relative resistance change remains
within a typical range for stretchable circuits (1 − 30%).7
This relatively small effect of stretch on resistance also
holds true after the sample underwent repeated stretching
and releasing cycles. After 1000 cycles, PEDOT:PSS and carbon show the same resistance increase of 1% and 10% respectively. Silver exhibits a change below 30% for the first 100
cycles and settles around 35% after ∼200 cycles. ITO shows
a larger (60%) increase during initial stretching, likely due
to micro cracks forming, which decreases to ∼30% after 10
cycles (as shown in Fig. 11) and settles at ∼10% after 50 cycles.
Based on these results, we recommend initializing ITO by
stretching 10 times before using it with a 2D pattern. We
further recommend PEDOT:PSS as the most robust material,
as it is least affected by stretch, with a relative change of
< 1% in all cases.
Example applications and use cases
We validated the suitability of LASEC for prototyping stretchable interfaces by implementing three applications for interactive accessories, physical input devices, and interactive
clothing. The applications demonstrate LASEC’s rapid fabrication speed, support of circuits with high frequency signals,
and simple stretch sensing, alongside its capability of realizing circuits of custom stretchability.
Interactive transparent wristband. To demonstrate the fabrication of transparent stretchable interfaces and integrating
areas of very differing stretch properties, we implemented
7 For comparison, [44] reported a 32.4% increase at 30% stretch; [26] reported

a ∼60 − 250% increase at 30 − 100% stretch.
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Textile sensor patch for joint angle estimation. We implemented a smart textile patch, worn on the elbow, that contains an integrated stretch sensor for capturing the angle
of the elbow joint (see Fig. 12e). This application demonstrates LASEC’s support for custom-shaped designs, multiple seamlessly connected stretchable areas, and simple integrated stretch sensing. The stretchable interface features
two concentric, elliptical areas that are stretchable in 2D: a
less stretchable outer area, where the patch is attached, and

b

e

3D-printed stretchable game controller. LASEC circuits allow
rapid prototyping in many scenarios where custom stretchability is key. In this example, we are prototyping a custom
3D-printed stretchable game controller, shown in Fig. 12c
and d. It features two 3D-printed handles, which are connected with a custom stretchable circuit on silver-coated PET.
One inertial measurement unit (IMU) in each handle allows
inferring their relative position, while one button allows triggering actions. The circuit also contains a commodity Teensy
3.2 microcontroller.
The 3D-printed handles themselves are passive and printed
on a conventional 3D printer (Objet260 Connex3). All interactive functionality is added through a single stretchable
circuit that was fabricated using LASEC. The circuit features
two non-stretchable areas for holding the components inside
each handle, and a stretchable center area that contains four
traces for connecting the IMU in the left handle with the
microcontroller in the right handle using I2 C.

a

releas

an interactive stretchable wristband using ITO, shown in
Fig. 12b. It features an LED for output and allows the user
to interact using two gestures: pulling on the band itself,
which is enabled by a 2D stretchable area along the band,
and pulling an additional orthogonal strap, which is inspired
by a watch crown and realized with a 1D stretchable area
(Fig. 1c). In our example application, the wristband is used as
a countdown timer for running. Pulling the strap is mapped
to the frequent action of starting/stopping the timer. Resetting the timer is performed by pulling the band.
The stretchable circuit on the wristband contains four
traces: two for controlling the LED, one for sensing pulling
on the band, and one for sensing pulling on the orthogonal
strap (Fig. 12a).
The six endpoints are tethered to a Teensy 3.5 microcontroller, a voltage divider, and a battery. By measuring the
resistance across both sensing traces, we can detect both
gestures using a simple thresholding approach.
To explore the desired stretchability for both pulling interactions and to ensure a comfortable fit of the wristband,
we quickly iterated over the design. Using LASEC, adapting
the stretchability and fabricating the design for one iteration
takes less than 2 minutes. We reached the final design after
4 iterations (Fig. 12a) and within 10 minutes.
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Figure 12: Example applications: wristband design with four
fabricated prototypes (a) and a pull gesture being performed
(b), game controller circuit (c) and prototype being stretched
state (d), and textile sensor patch on bent elbow (e) and resistance reading for 3 bending cycles (f).

a more stretchable inner area that stretches when the joint
is bent. A conductive trace was laid out on the stretchable
surface such that it undergoes a large physical deformation
when the inner area is stretched.
We chose carbon as a conductive material due to its suitable properties (robustness and consistent change in resistance) for stretch sensing. The stretchable circuit was laserfabricated within 6 minutes. A small Teensy 3.5 microcontroller, voltage divider, and a battery were connected to the
circuit. Using a conservative mapping, the continuous signal
of resistance change, e.g. plotted in Fig. 12f, is mapped to
one of four discrete bending states. We attached the finished
patch onto the elbow region of a long-sleeve shirt. A user
wearing the shirt can thus interact through arm gestures
that are captured using the stretchable circuit.
7 LIMITATIONS
The benefits of the LASEC approach – a considerable speedup of stretchable circuit fabrication and a customizable stretch
behavior of the circuit – come with several limitations:

First, our approach is currently restricted to single-layer
circuits to enable rapid and simple fabrication. In contrast,
multi-layer approaches would require a manual multi-step
process. This may introduce misalignment issues because a
sheet needs to be removed from the laser cutter for a subsequent coating or a double-sided sheet needs to be manually
flipped over. From our experiments, we can report anecdotally that VIAs for two-layer circuits can be realized using
multiple subsequent coatings. After ablating the first conductive layer, a dielectric layer (GWENT D2180423D3) is
coated on top. VIA locations are then ablated in the dielectic
layer and finally a second conductive layer is coated and
ablated to form the second circuit layer. In future work, we
plan to investigate this extension to multi-layer circuits and
address the resulting alignment problem, e.g., through visual
markers or a detachable alignment frame on the cutting bed.
The supported complexity of single-layer circuits with
LASEC depends on the width of ablation paths and material
conductivity. With our laser we can ablate paths of ∼mm
width. Silver traces down to ∼0.3mm width yield a reasonΩ
). This results in a minimum width
able resistance (3.3 cm
of ∼0.4mm per trace and makes it possible to pass multiple
traces through one connecting point of the 1D pattern (as
illustrated in Fig. 5) or 2D pattern. As an example, we were
able to route 20 wires through the pattern of the controller
(Fig 12c), with a bottleneck width of 8mm. A cell between
two of such connectors could thus hold a 40-pin component
with a minimum pitch of ∼0.4mm.
The minimum size of a stretchable circuit is defined by
the minimum width of the connecting elements required for
mechanically stable connections. In our case, this is 1.6mm,
resulting in a minimum pattern spacing of S = 2.88mm at a
mimimum stretchability ( SL = 0.6). For our selected materials,
we fabricated circuits as small as 7x7mm (3x3 cells). The
maximum size of a stretchable interface is limited by the
size of the laser cutter’s bed. Various approaches have been
investigated to extend beyond this general restriction of laser
fabrication, such as side-ways sliding of the sample. These
approaches are compatible with LASEC, provided they keep
the sample at a constant distance from the laser.
Our design tool is based on parametric models that describe the stretchable behavior of the material. We opted
against including a module for physical simulation because
finite element modeling (FEM), which is required to simulate our 2D pattern, is too computationally intense to comply with the hard real-time constraint of our designer-inthe-loop modeling approach (>10Hz updates). Future work
may investigate how to incorporate such a simulation, as it
could provide helpful insights into stress concentration and
material-dependent behavior.

During stretch, the fabricated circuits exhibit a unique
deformation behavior due to the out-of-plane buckling for
stress relief. In some cases, this may be undesirable. In these
cases, LASEC can be a very helpful tool for rapid iterations in
early prototyping, while a more time-consuming approach
(e.g., based on silicon) may be used for the final high-fidelity
product. Future work may be able to reduce the buckling by
minimizing the patterns’ scales, possibly down to the microor even nano-scale [40].
Laser ablation is used on flat materials, as the laser is focused on a specific distance. This excludes materials with a
coarse surface structure as well as 3D-shaped objects. Future
work could investigate automatic focusing of the laser or automatic positioning of 3D objects [25] to support fabrication
of stretchable 3D objects with LASEC.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have contributed LASEC, the first instant
technique for fabricating stretchable interfaces with custom
circuitry and custom stretchability. LASEC combines laser
cutting of parametric patterns for stretchability with ablation
for custom circuits. A design tool allows the user to specify
the stretchable and electrical properties of the circuit and
auto-generates the files for laser cutting. We have introduced
the technique and presented novel approaches that address
the technical challenges to realize LASEC. These include
generating cut patterns for multiple areas of customized
stretchability and a novel approach to realize circuits on such
cut patterns. Results from an empirical evaluation and from
a range of application examples demonstrate the practical
feasibility and versatility of the approach.
In future work, we want to explore more diverse materials
with the goal to further increase the maximum stretchability of LASEC circuits. We also plan to replicate the LASEC
approach on a milling machine or a fiber laser to explore
the use of pure metallic conductors, which would further increase the conductivity. Future work should also investigate
how to extend the LASEC approach to enable multi-layer
circuits and to support 3D-shaped objects.
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